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 Plot The story starts in the Gruffalo's burrow, where the Gruffalo tells his child that they must stay in the burrow because there
are "wild beasts, and snakes, and dreadful things" outside. But, the Gruffalo's child keeps on snuggling against him and looking
outside the burrow, causing the Gruffalo to chase her. Meanwhile, the witch and her cat wait for the Gruffalo in an old bag, and
talk about his daughter's disobedience. The Gruffalo arrives and catches the witch and cat. The cat is banished, but the witch is

warned, as she will be next. Soon the Gruffalo's child gets cold and wants to get into the hot fire. The Gruffalo, instead, suggests
that she stay in the hot room. But, the Gruffalo's child ignores him, and snuggles up to him to stay warm. When she refuses to
budge, the Gruffalo finally gives in, and joins her, and the two build a cozy nest in the middle of the fire. At night, the witch
sneaks into the Gruffalo's burrow and steals the magic toadstone, and then on to the Gruffalo's child's room, by releasing a
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snake which she then swallows. The next morning, the Gruffalo's child has a hard time getting up from the warm bed. The
Gruffalo, concerned for his daughter's safety, goes outside the burrow to look for her, and comes across the witch who is in the
middle of some shopping in a nearby village. The witch catches him, but not before he can warn her about the toadstone. She
lures him into her home with promises of a good meal, but has some friends with her, who chase the Gruffalo away from her

house. A while later, the Gruffalo's child wakes up and snuggles back into her bed. But the Gruffalo stops her. He tells her that
now that she's older she will have to get used to sleeping alone. He then takes her to see the witch, who welcomes her with

"Welcome, little one!" The witch takes the Gruffalo's child for a walk through her garden, where she and the Gruffalo's child
see a Big Bad Mouse, and a little Big Bad Mouse. The Gruffalo tries to get the Big Bad Mouse to agree to dance, but it does not.
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